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Minority
Weekend

Cuts In
Education
Washington, DC (CPS)-- Using a
tittle sleight of hand, the Reagan
administration two weeks.ago unveiled what it hailed as the largest
federal education budget in U.S.
history, but which in fact amounts
to a small cut in student financial
aid.
With the new proposal, the
administration asks Congress to
appropriate some $6.5 billion for
student aid, but to change the
rules for disiributing it.
College . lobbyists in Washington estimate the rules changes
could translate into a loss of more
than a million grants and loans.
during the 1984-85 academic year.

by James Harper
Staff Writer
On January 20, thirty high
school students arrived on campus
for the Minority Admissions
Weekend. These students were invited by Scotte Gordon, of thissions Office. They came from all
over the East, one from Chicago,
and several from Hartford.
They were presented with a
whirlwind of meetings and discussions on their schedule. Their first
glimpse of Trinity was a delicious
taste treat at SAGA Friday night.
They then attended an orientation
meeting, and were turned loose to
amuse themselves on campus.
Saturday morning there were more
meetings, one called, "What to
look for in your search for
collgc.and why Trinity?" However, as Gordon said, the approach was to present the good
with the bad. "We avoid propaganda."
The minority students stayed
with Trinity students and had
many chances to meet faculty and
other students. They also met
President James F. English, Jr.
Gordon, the Assistant Director
of Admissions, organized the
weekend. In addition to sending
out invitations, she wrote to Hartford high school'guidance counselors. This accounts for the high
response from Hartford youths.
She felt that the program was a
success, although this will be seen
when the applications come in.
(The students who participated got
deadline extentions.) However,
Gordon also judged success by the
feedback at the Sunday brunch/
wrapup, "It was great to see them
exchanging numbers and addresses on Sunday morning."
When asked about the longterm plans for minority recruitcontinued on page
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Sunday afternoon, IDP students made a party out of the task of painting their commuter lounge, located in
Mather basement. The lounge will be used by IDP commuter students.

Stuff Writer

The second in a series of lectures on Women's Studies was
held on Monday, February 12.
Poet/professor June Jordan spoke
on "Black Studies/Women's
Studies." Ms. Jordan was educated at the University of Chicago
and Barnard-College. She is presently a Professor of English at
SUNY at Stony Brook. Her credentials are numerous-: she has
published books and anthologies,
released albums, written essays,
reviews, criticism and poetry, received many awards and honors,
and given speeches, readings and
performances.
Ms. Jordan began her lecture
by stating outright her purpose,
"I will present some of the crucial
intersections of the lives of women
and blacks...two groups who have
been stifled, murdered, and desecrated throughout, most of our
history." The problem with both

Continued on page 3

Feature Focus-

What To See And Do In The Big Apple
by Gregory O. Davis
Features Editor
Part of capitalizing on Trinity's
locale involves the,use of Hartford's many resources. However,
lest one forget, New York City lies
within the horizon. Day trips to
New York can be inexpensive,
fun, and educational- once you
get there.
There are several modes of
transportation one may choose.
Amtrak will take you to
N.Y.C.for $25 on a weekend with
some travel restrictions. A bus
ticket from Hartford to Port Authority goes for $18.95. Yet, the
comfort and time saved on the

train may make it worth the six
dollars. A super-economy car can
make it to, around, and back from
N.Y.C. for ten dollars in gas plus
the odd $3.00 in tolls.,While many
are discouraged from driving by
the parking situation in the city, a
car saves the money spent on cab
fares (or the subway, i f one is daring).
New York offers a tidbit on
which to nibble for every Trinity•ite. Planning an itinerary may help
in deciding if your schedule is overloaded and may illuminate taste
differences within your party
ahead of time.
Don't miss Fulton Market. To
get there by car take FDR Drive

Jordan Discusses Problems of Women
by Michele D. Sensale

President Reagan's new aid
budget system means "that
studnts will have to borrow a lot
more and work a lot more," says
Peter Rogoff, head of the National Coalition of Independent
College and University Students,

women and blacks in the past has
been that they have been viewed
as oppressed. As a result, both
groups have come to define themselves that way as well. Women .
and blacks have been "recognized
by others and projected as impotent."*
This, Ms. Jordan says, is
changing as our society enters an
"important and exciting pass" for
both groups. Referring to women
in the political sphere, she states
that there has been a movement
from impotence toward greatness.
She cited a 24% gender gap in
voting which points to a sizable
disagreement with men- large
enough to be influential, if not
decisive". Referring to blacks,.Jor- •
dan cited Jesse Jackson's thus far
successful campaign, a great
achievement for blacks regardless
of-the outcome. "Only when you
decide you can't win, you don't,"
Jordan added. She also mentioned the emergence of a large,
black electorate, largely, but not

wholly dependent on Jackson's
campaign.
Jordan states that there is an
underlying bond between blacks
and women in their common
oppression. She cites literary examples: In Othello, Desdemona's
father labels Othello "such a thing
as that." Likewise, she cites a
contemporary poem in which a
woman describes herself as "this
thing only," Thus the "despair
and suffering" of women and
blacks is kindred.
The remainder of the lecture
consisted of Ms. Jordan's reading
an essay in which she addressed
race, class, and gender consciousness. The essay was comprised of
a series of anecdotes expressing
the difficulty in maintaining a loyalty to one's race, gender and
class. "Whenever you use them as
automatic methods of perception,
they don't work." Often, these
classifications conflict.
Continued on paee 4

north to South Street. During the
week Fulton Market swarms with
fish mongers gathered to sell, their
wares to retailers. On weekends
people crowd the market complex
which abounds with a variegated
selection of food stalls, restaurants, and vendors. It has the Bostonian character of Quincy
Market and the layout of Baltimore's Harbor Place. Foods range
from Greek and Indian take-out
to a hearty American sit down
meal of fresh shucked oysters,
chowderj steamers, and grilled
fresh fish. For those allied to the
'"loaf of bread, a bottle of wine
and tho'u" camp one can assemble
the makings for a picnic, selecting
delicacies from the rheese shop,
bread bakery, or confectioner.
Outside the market complex onlookers encircle mimes, comedians, jugglers, or one of your runof-the-mill fire-eaters.
Next stop, Manhattan. Before
throwing yourself into the fast
lane of Madison or 5th Avenue,
and before it gets dark, why not
take a leisurely stroll through
Central Park. Ducks still muck
about the pond and horse-carriages meander about the park,
though it's now $17.00 a half
hour. From the park head for the
stores or toward the museums.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
can take several days, let alone
hours, to tour,but a short visit to
appreciate those slides you've seen
in Art History can be highly satisfying.

While shopping in the City one
could easily spend a semester's tuition. Whether your tastes are
aligned with Brooks Brothers'
conservativism or thrift shop
vogue you'll be able-to find it.
Bloomingdale's becomes a fun
house for phrenetic shoppers to

jettison their cash and stuff their
"Bloomies" bags. FAO Schwartz
is The Toy Store. The first floor
abounds with furry creatures from
Peter Rabbit to the Pink Panther.
There's a complete selection of
cuddly brown bears begging to be
hugged and taken home. The slick
computer/video games are on the
third floor along with the "walking piano"--a giant-sized keyboard which is played by walking
on the keys. Retail price: four
thousand dollars.
No matter what happens during
the day you can always count on
dinner time. A fine meal uptown
at Sardi's or a similar establishment can run up a large check.
Why not head on down to The
Villiage. Grab a Villiage Voiceand
pop into comfortable place like
Googie's forsandwitches and beer
or
alternative
beverages.
Throughout the Village art galleries of amusing, if not inspiring,
artworks run the gamut from
toothpick assemblages to neon
light sculptures. The area's clothing stores take on the bohernian
air of the streets. If nothing in the
"Voice" catches your eye try. The
Cookery at University and 8th. It
bills some of the greatest jazz and
blues ensembles along with fine
Southern-style cooking.
If the Villiage doesn't excite you
then it's back to Broadway for a
show or even some aimless wandering and people-watching.
There are many places to catch a
nightcap or sip a soda. Try sipping a cognac with the highbrows
at Trader Vies in The Plaza.

Alas, it's time to returnto Trin^ity and retire '"neath the elms".
Tired from' a busy day? Don't forget'to stop at Howard Johnson's
for that cup of coffee for the long
trip home.
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ClNESTCIDIO
Tuesday
Lecture: "Making Wnrnen\
Studies Multi-Cultural" hv
Professor Margot Culley of the
University of Massachusetts,
p.m. Mather Campus Center.

Wednesday

Movie. Alfred Hitchcock's "Marnie" will be shown by the American Studies program at 4 p.m. in
McCook 102. The film will be introduced and discussed by Eva
Goidfarb who is preparing a senior thesis on the portrayal of
women in the films of Hitchcock.
Dance Performance Sam Costa,
artistic director of the Ram Island
Dance Company from Portland
Maine will give a studio performance at 4 p.m. in Seabury 47. This
event is free.
•i

Women's Center Lunch Series.
Piano recital by Linda Laurent,
artist-in-residence. Bring your
lunch. Coffee will be provided.
Noon, Alumni Lounge, Mather.
Carillon class in chapel, 5 p.m.
Black History Month Lecture:
"Portrayal of Blacks and Women
by the Media",by Beth Rawles,
Executive Producer, WVIT Channel 30, public affairs, 7:30 p.m.,
Seabury 9-17.
Rockworld Videos. Sponsored by
TCAC. 7:30 p.m., The Cave.
Cave Discussion. " U . S.U.S.S.R. Relations after Adropov? " Sponsored by the Trinity
College Republican Club. 4 p.m.
in the cave.
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Thursday
10 a.m., General Information
Meeting on Study Abroad, Alumni Lounge.
Trinity Christian Fellowship
Meeting, 7 p.m., Alumni Lounge.

Video: "Dressed to Kill". Sponsored by TCAC, 9 p.m.,in the
cave.

Friday

Wednesday-Saturday

Road Race and Runathon. Sponsored by the Track and Field
Team. 4 p.m. Individual and team
events and prizes. Entry forms are
available in Mather.Everyone is
invited to participate.

Cast: Tom Cruise, Craig T. Nelson, Lea Thompson. Torn Cruise
star of "Risky Business" takes on a different sort of role here as a high
school athlete who hopes to escape life in a dreary steel town by becoming
a professional football player. An authentic and well-made film. 90 min.

Vinegar Tom,8 p.m.

Breaker Morant (PG) 9:15

Organ concert. By Clarence Watters, honorary college organist.
8:15 in the Chapel,Retirement recital in honor of Marcel Dupre.
Reception following.

(Australia 1980) A gripping drama set in South Africa during the Boer
War in 1901. Accused of killing prisoners, three soldiers face a cour
martial with the verdict pre-ordained by political expediency. 107 min.

Saturday

All the Right Moves (R) 7:30

Sunday-Tuesday
Daniel (R) 7:30

8 p.m. VINEGAR TOM
Theatre Production. Vinegar
Tom, directed by Leonard Shapiro. 8 p.m., Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center.
Lecture: "Thinking About Nuclear War" by Professor Thomas
Schelling, Harvard University. -8
p.m., Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center.
An organizational meeting for
a Rainbow Users Group will be
held at 4 p.m. in McCook 307.
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Sunday
Recital The Trinity College Faculty Ensemble will perform works
by Mozart, Faure and Schubert in
Hamlin Hall, 3 p.m.

Written by E. L. Doctorow. Cast: Timothy Hutton.Ed Asner, Mandy
Patinkin. This powerful drama, based on "The Book of Daniel", was
inspired by the trial and execution for spying of Julius and Ethel Rosen<
burg. Veteran director Lumet marshalls the skills of a large cast oi
talented actors to stunning effect. An unforgettable film. 129 min.

Tripod

Monday
Poetry Reading By Nicki Giovanni 7:30 in McCook Auditorium
Exhibit "Structure and Vision",
featuring the work of artist Seymour Fogel. Sponsored by Intercultural Studies. 4 p.m. in
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. Reception following.
Summer Job Fair At the University of Hartford, Geiigras Campus Ceiiter.. Hn4;,30,'for more
information call 243-4859.

Assignment Meeting
Tuesday 7 p.m.
Reporters and Photographers
Jackson Hall Lower Level
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Career Counseling

Study Abroad

SENIORS; Having trouble assessing your skills? Want to prepare
especially well for your interviews? Come to the Career Planning Workshop Wedriesday, Feb.
22 at 7:30 in the Library Seminar.
Room and; Tuesday, Feb. 28 at
7:30 , CCO. You must attend both
sessions.

All students interested in
spending one or both semesters of
next year at Trinity's program of
Hispanic Studies in Cordoba
Spain are invited to attend an informational meeting on Wednesday at 3:30 in the language lounge,
Seabury 42E. Refreshments will be
served.

Keep your eyes on the CCO
bulletin boards. Recruiting information is forever changing and
you need to know about these
changes!

Demanding but stimulating semester and academic year programs in British Studies in
Canterbury, England. For information, write to the British Studies Institute for American
Universities, 73 Castle St., Caterbury CT1 2QD, England.
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Summer job information is
coming at a good steady rate now.
Check out the Summer Section of
the CCO's library.
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To all students : International Development Corporation of America is sponsoring a contest to paint
two brick walls on their property
in downtown Hartford. The theme
of this painting will have to relate
to a freight'station market activity. The first contestant will receive a $350 cash prize and the
second will receive a $200.00 cash
prize. For more information call
236-1743. .

The Women's Center Lunch
Series is back for another semester! Our first meeting is Wednesday, Feb. 21 from 12:30-1:15 in
Alumni Lounge. Linda Laurent
will host a short preview^ recital
with Cynthia Treggor. Bring your
lunch and join us.
i exhibition of poems, poem!>culptures, locations and curiously self referential entitles. In
the display cases across from the
circulation desk at the library. In
conjunction with this display will
be several performances of the
piece "Self-Portrait." The performance times and locations will
be posted at the display. Peter
Limnios.

wene pn©€E§sifi€
Resumes, multiple letters, papers, reports,
graphs, etc. Pick up and delivery available. Gall

Innovative Support Services 721-1828

JOBS The Financial Aid Office
still has listings of interesting offcampus work study jobs. Stop by
and check their bulletin board for
details.
Applications for financial aid
next year are available in the Financial Aid Office. Students currently receiving aid should have
received renewal materials in their
campus boxes. All other students
should stop by for applications.
Deadline for financial aid form is
March 1. Deadline for Trinity application : April 16.
Personals
To my "Secret Pal"- Thanks for
fhe card. I can keep a secret; how
about another clue? 3B
For Sale: Atlas Sterling 12 String
Guitar. Good Condition, $100.
Contact Kathy at 246-5806. Evenings, or Box 456.

The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXII, Issue 18
February 21, 1984
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during,
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.
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Administration's Budget
Makes Educational Cuts
Continued from page 1
The new budget would also let
students get up to $3000 in Pell
Grants, up from the current maximum of $1900.
Kathy Ozer, a lobbyist for the
U.S. Student Association (USSA),
says that the larger Pell awards
will push some students out of the
program altogether.
In his budget presentation, Education Secretary Terrel Bell argued the administration was
enlarging the Pell Grant pie as well
as the size of the slices. He claimed
that the president was asking for
$2.8 billion in Pell Grant funding,
up from $2,773 billion last year.
Ozer points out that while the
Reagan administration last year
asked Congress to appropriate
$2,773 for Pell Grants, Congress
actually appropriated $2.8 billion.
Bell's Droposal, therefore, ac-

tually was for level funding, and
represented an increase only fom
the administration's request of a
year ago.
Ozer also says the administration was trying to stretch its math
by claiming to propose a $295 million increase in College WorkStudy funding.
The Reagan administration figures include the 2 0 % - or at least
$60 million- if the funds that colleges put up as their part of the
CW-S program. The actual federal increase would be 42%, not
the 53% Bell claimed at his preseintation.
Bell presented the budget twice,
once to the education community
and once to the press.
By doing so, the press was unable to get any immediate reaction
to the budget proposals, and did
indeed write initial stories emphasising the record-high overall ed-

ucation request.
Bell would eliminate funding
for National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL), Supplemental Educational
Opportunity
Grants
(SEOG), and State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG) because they
duplicate programs and they don't
work well.
"Federal funds appear unnecessary as a stimulant to state efforts," explained Bell, noting state
spending for grants has continued
to expand in recent years as fecf
eral funding has declined.
Most lobbyists saved their biggest criticism for the proposed restructuring of student aid to make
some sort of down payment.
"[We are] strongly opposed to
it because of the impact on families with incomes between $6000
and $14,000," says William
Blakey, lawyer for the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.
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by
here was a time when just having a diploma meant a
guaranteed job. Now, knowing what to do with a
college education is as important as having one. •
That's why you should know about Phoenix Mutual.
We're in the top twenty of life and health insurance
companies with 150 offices nationwide. Our corporate
headquarters in Hartford, Connecticut is a structure that
was not only the first two-sided office building ever, but a
symbol of our progressive approach to insurance and •
insurance careers.
We can offer the ambitious graduate the security of an
organization that fosters true personal and professional
growth. Growth comes, in part, from continuing educational training where you earn as you learn.
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At Phoenix Mutual,
college graduates join a company
thafs big enough to count/
but small enough so you count.

In our Actuarial program, the graduate with strong
mathematical skills can undergo intensive study in one of
the most demanding areas of insurance. Students who
have passed at least one actuarial exam join an area that
features rotating job assignments along with company
paid study time.
Our Data Processing program immediately involves you
in today's most vital technology. Highly motivated
individuals with an aptitude for problem solving, good
communication skills, and a good academic record in
Computer Science or Math, can enter a program made up
of three months of intensive and challenging training.
Once you join us in Hartford, you'll find yourself ideally
located in an affordable and enjoyable part of New
England-an area with culture, room for recreation, and a
two hour drive from New York or Boston.
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Your Phoenix recruiting contact

Cheryl I. Smith
will be on campus

Wednesday, March 7

We'll show you how you can get started on a rewarding,
challenging career at'Phoenix. Contact your placement
office or write to:
Janet E. Bellinger, Personnel Consultant
c/o Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company
One American Row, Hartford, Connecticut 06115
An Hqiuil Opportunity Employer M/F

;

iPhoenix Mutual i
Life Insurance Company
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June Jordan's Lecture Falls Short
Continued from page 1
An example she used was a personal experience- a trip to the Bahamas. First, she discussed briefly
the treatment of Bahaman historjr. Neglecting the black native
population, textbooks largely sum
up their history as a period of
white colonization. Then, she
talked about her own vacation to
the island. She spoke of her internal conflict while being seved by
black women, no different from
herself but for their financial status. She described the black maid
who cleaned her room- again,
equal to her in race and gender,
but different in financial standing. When she checked out of her
room, Ms. Jordan described her
reaction when she saw a little card
in her hotel room requesting that
she rate her maid. Ms. Jordan
questioned the right she had to
judge this woman's work, and
what kind of rating she herself
would receive if the maid had in
turn judged her. She also recalled
the local women who sold souvenirs, thriving on tourists for income. Suddenly, she said she felt
a responsibility to buy from these
women whom she felt were de-

pendent upon her. They were
black and they were women, yet
they were separate.
Jordan cited other examples of
women and blacks who bonded
for reasons of common need, or
against a common enemy. Yet for
these bondings, there are an equal
number of times where they fail
to band together. Dissension still
exists and it is to the detriment of
both the black and the women's
movements. "It has become not
who we are but what we can do
for each other that defines connections." She noted the exclusion of women from black studies
and the similar exclusion of blacks
from women's studies. Without all
, of their component parts, neither
study is complete.
What was most revealing about
Jordan's lecture was the silence
which fell upon the audience when
Ms. Jordan finished speaking to
receive questions. The actual
amount of material which was debatable in Ms. Jordan's speech
was minimal. Statistics and stories
do not lend themselves well to
questions. The audience seemed to
have difficulty reacting — I did.
When finally asked a pertinent

Watters' Retirement Concert
An historic occasion in the his- Dame in Paris which he was in-.
tory of the Trinity College Chapel vited to perform by the Associaoccurs there this Friday, the 24th tion of the Friends of the Art of
of February at 8:15 p.m. Clarence Marcel Dupre.
Watters, Professor of Music,
In his career at Trinity, beginEmeritus and Honorary College ning in 1932 and ending with his
Organist, will present his last pub- retirement in 1969, he has given
lic organ recital. His program, countless recitals on Chapel orfeaturing, the music of Marcel gans. The current instrument, inDupTe, brings to a close a. long stalled in 1971 by trie Aiistin
career of both organ playing and Organ Company, was designed by
teaching.
Watters along French romantic
The spiritual origin of Clarence lines and thus is suitable to the
Watters' life work is found in his music of Dupre.
years of study with Marcel Dupre.
Dupre is widely recognized as one
Despite the hearing problem
of the finest organists and com- which is partly the cause of his
posers since J.S. Bach. During the retirement, Watters continues to
year 1926, Watters, then 24, en- perform by memory these magnifgaged in study with and be- icent and difficult works. Friday's
friended this great master. Today • performance will include the Symthe music world acknowledges him phonie-Passion and the exciting
to be the.foremost interpreter of Prelude and Fugue in G minor.
Dupre's work. Of special imporA reception for Clarence Wattance was his 1973 all-Dupre re- ters will be held following the recital at the . Catheral of Notre cital in Hamlin Hall.

question, Ms. Jordan evaded it
through generalization. Someone
asked how to act when there is a
conflict of goals- the essence of
Jordan's lecture which she illustrated, but neither offered a resolution nor gave a direction in
which to attempt a solution. She
said such a conflict involved a
false construction. Had this question not been asked, then Ms. Jordan's lecture would have been left
even more open-ended than it already was.
It was unfortunate that Ms.
Jordan's lecture turned into narration. While the stories were rel- ,
evant and made good points, they
all made the same point. Her
speech was slow and repetitive,
thus difficult to remain attentive.
Also a majority of her lecture was
read, what I had always thought
of as a forensic cardinal sin. Her
introductory comments were jumbled, mixing fact with conjecture.
By the time she tied them- together, her original points became
lost. I expected more from a
woman with her experience and
education. What Jordan delivered
was a smattering of facts and
anecdotes in a regrettably tiresome whole.

Program
Success
continued from page
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United Way
of the Capital Area

ment Scotte Gordon said, "We'd
like to do more work with the students here., .to get them to call up
and congratulate them (accepted
minority students)." Also, she
Would 'lileef to Jsete Trinity mifiOBities return to their high schools
and talk about the Liberal Arts
and about Trinity.
Although minorities are given
special treatment and are sought
out and encouraged to apply,
there are no quotas. Gordon said,
"No quotas, not here. Quotas are
artificial decisions that detract
from the balance." She went on
to say, "We make sure that each
accepted student can come here
and make a dent."
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If you would like a 1983 Ivy please fill in your name and
box number and send this form along with a check,
made out to The Trinity Ivy, for $10.00 to:
Mary Ann Corderman
Box 1620
Your Ivy will be sent to you via campus mail.
Name
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The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Understanding Rape
Rape is a topic that is often in the news and is almost
always in the minds of women. Everyone, of course, Knows
that rape is a horrible thing. But, rape is very difficult for
victims to deal with because of the many attitudes attached to it. In The Hotel New Hampshire John Irving explores the problem of rape and the different ways of dealing
with it.
In the book, Franny, at age 16, is raped by three boys
she knows from school. She is rescued, too late, by her
friend Junior Jones, whose sister had also been raped, and
his secret police, "The Black Arm of the Law." Junior then
convinces Franny that nobody had touched "the you inside
you." Franny from then on says that she has been "beaten
up;" her way of interpreting Junior's explanation "was to
convert her sexual abuse into the terms of a mere fight
she had lost." One of the problems of dealing with rape is
that it is often looked upon as a sexual act. Once rape is
seen as violence the easier it will be for the victim to come
to terms with her sexuality and to get on with her life.
Because Franny did not charge that she had been raped,
no legal action was taken against the three men. This often
happens in rape cases, perhaps because the trauma of
bringing the case to court would be too great. In Franny's
case, the three men were expelled from school, but before
that Junior Jones' "Black Arm of the Law" delivered one
of the men to the Dean of Men, tied naked to a lacrosse
stick, and scared the other to hysteria. This justice was
perhaps more satisfactory because it put these men in the
same frightened, helpless position they had put Franny.
Franny, however, could never be completely free until the
same had been done to the third man. Many years later
Franny and her brothers and sister meet up with this man
in New York and they stage a performance that will frighten
him out of his wits by pretending that their pet bear is
going to rape him. When this is over, Franny says, "Here
comes the rest of our lives;" she is now free. This fear and
helplessness seems the only satisfactory retribution for
the rapist. And until men can understand these feelings,
they will not be able to fully understand the impact of rape
on a woman.
Another character in The Hotel New Hampshire, Suzy
the Bear, deals with her rape in a different way: she retreats from life into a bear suit. It was many years before
Suzy could deal with her rape and get on with her life
because she took it as a personal attack against her rather
than the twisted portrayal of power over all women that it
is.
If these characters and situations seem outlandish, they
accurately convey the very real problem of rape and the
many attitudes that go along with it. If these can be accepted and understood, it will go a long way in helping the
rape victim and her family come to terms with this crime
and be "free to find a life."
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Letters
Criticism Of Delta Psi Appalling And Undeserved
Dear Editor,
I found it appalling that you
would publish such a mean and
petty editorial as "What About
Ogilby". Several of your statements are simply incorrect. With
them, you demonstrate a great
lack of understanding towards this
housing situation probably emanating from the fact that you have
not even discussed the matter with
the Director of Housing, Kristina
Dow. Furthermore, your tone towards St. Anthony Hall is extraordinarily offensive.
To set the record straight,
Ogilby was not built with money
given to the College". It was constructed by several caring alumni
Hall brothers who thought it
might be nice to contribute an important gift to their fraternity.
After Ogilby was built, it was subsequently sold to the College for
one dollar. There exists a legally
binding contract stating that it
might also be nice if St. Anthony
Hall members be given preference
in North Wing residences.
Over the past forty years, Trinity College has extended an invitation to the Hall to go ahead and
fill the twelve bedrooms in the

East Wing. Obviously, this has
been viewed by the Delta Psi as a
very courteous and amenable- arrangement. This year the College
broke with tradition and placed
four women in the East Wing.
Next year, preference over the
East Wing will not be given to the
fraternity at all; undoubtedly
more College women will be
placed in these rooms. It is as simple as that.
Many students of Trinity, both
men and women, past and present, think fondly of St. Anthony
Hall. It is a first-rate institution

Dear Sir or Madam:
It is ironic that, after putting
the finishing touches on an article
comparing cultural habits of Germans and Americans, I should go
to my office Sunday afternoon,
February 5, only to find someone
had driven about a dozen thumbtacks into my door around the
edge of a scotchtaped card requesting that messages not be
tacked to the door. There is, after
all, a large bulletin board directly
adjacent. Part of the thesis of my

formed.)
Editorialize. ..Criticize...Support.. .But investigate first! That is your
obligtion.
Well-informed journalists are
the only kind of journalists that I
can (and should) take seriously,
and then I am obligated to take
them very seriously.
Sincerely,
Kristina B. Dow, Director
Office of Reisdential Services

The TRINITY TRIPOD is written, edited and published entirely by
the students of Trinity Cojlege. All material is edited and printed at
the discretion of the editorial board. The deadline for advertisements
is Thursday, 5:00 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; announcements and letters to the editor must be submitted by Friday, 5:00
p.m., and ail other material must be in by Saturday, 6:00 p.m
The TRIPOD office is located in the basement of Jackson Hall.
Office hours are held on Sunday, 12:00-6:00 p.m. and on Tuesday,
7:00-8:00 p.m. Telephone: 246-1829 or 527-3151 ext. 252. Mailing
address: Box 1310, Trinity Colleges Hartford, CT 06106. *

article is that we are a nation
turned nasty.
A large portion of Seabury has
recently been renovated at considerable expense. What mean, unthinking person would damage a
door that he/she will have to pay
for in some way?
Since this incident there has
been increased vandalism in Seabury. Many of the notices on the
bulletins boards in Seabury have
been turned, upside down. This
could only have been done by a
malicious person who would have
taken the time to do such an act.
The situation is getting out of
hand. Until the culprit is found,
or until the end of the semester,
whichever happens sooner, I will
not receive any written messages
at my office. (Confidentiality will
be observed if the culprit owns up
to this deed.)

Yours sincerely,
D. D. Hook, Chairman
Department of Modern Languages and Literature

Commentary
Apathy InAction Can Be Dangerous
discussions would be limited. How
boring, I thought. And then I grew
angry at the lack of responsibility
It was but a few days ago thatI was talking with Annie and Ar- that these people are taking. There
thur. As it was but a few weeks "are problems to be considered in
many aspects of our society. Let
until the crucial New Hampshire
us all exercise our wills and imagand Iowa primaries, I thought to
ination as we confront them.
turn the conversation to the presMy anger grew and grew until
idential race. However, Arthur
it exploded in a self-righteous tironly wanted to talk about beer
ade. But then a wave of calm
and baseball, and Annie only deswept over me. It'is just fine if
sired to talk of clothes and other
Arthur and Annie are apathetic] I
cottony things. The problem, I
don't give a damn. In fact, I am
quickly surmised, was that Annie
happy that they will not vote, beand Arthur are apathetic.
cause if they do they will not know
At first I. was simply disapwhat they are voting about. There
pointed by the realization that our

are too many people who speak
without thinking. And as everyone knows, there are too many
people who vote just because they
like the looks of a candidate,, or
because they saw him on the cover
of Time.
'' In short, people shouldn't vote
if they don't know the issues. Apathy in action is, I shall argue,
worse than apathy as inaction. For
any people contemplating apathy
in action, perhaps they should begin to follow the issues, now,
rather than choose a Republican
or Democratic smile come November.
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Robert A. Hemmes '84

Vandalism Getting Out OfHand

Investigate Before Editorializing
To the Editor:
What about Ogliby? What
about coed rooms? What about
locks on men's bathrooms?
What about stopping by and
asking some questions be/ore you
editorialize? You'd be better-informed, and we'd have an opportunity to discuss concerns,
policies, piaaices, plans, the
"whys", and "what ifs": :r Yoii
might find something more to sink
your teeth into, or you might even
be pleasantly surprised. (At the
very least, you would be in-

whose activities continue to enrich
student life considerably. Its dining hall is coed, now so are its
residences, and undoubtedly at
some point in the future, membership in the fraternity will be coed
also.
St. Anthony Hall remains a distinguished, civilized, and delightful place totally undeserving of the
severe criticism and harsh rhetoric
thrown at it by the Tripod.
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World Outlook
Mrs. Thatcher Accused Of Prolonging War
mer Secretary of State Alexander
hours on May 2, the GCHQ
posal, which was near acceptance
Haig on the Peruvian-mediated
source confirmed.
by Buenos Aires, went down with
peace negotiations at the time.
These messages "were sent via
the Belgrano and the 356 sailors
LONDON, (IPS) -- Prime MinEven if Pym was not informed
the Ascension Islands to GCHQ
who died on the ship.
ister Margaret Thatcher's recent
of the Argentine armed forces'
Cheltenham where they were deDalyell told an audience here
controversial decision to exclude
meetings, or if he did not pass this
coded in a minute to a minute and
January 31 that a source at GCHQ
unions from the Government
information to the British governa half," Dalyell says.
has provided new information
Communications Headquarters
ment, a long-standing U.S.-Britconfirming his charge . that
But the most important infor(GCHQ) was taken to cover up
ish intelligence sharing agreement
Thatcher planned it that way.
mation revealed by the GCHQ
military decisions during the Falkformalized in 1947 should have
source has to do with the progress
Thatcher acknowledged on a
lands War, an opposition M.P.
conveyed this information to
of Argentine-Peruvian talks on the
television program last summer
has charged.
GCHQ.
peace
plan.
that
the
Belgrano
was
heading
for
Thatcher faces mounting critiThe Central Intelligence Agency
port and was well outside the BritTranscripts of cables between
cism from the unions and Labor
was "very well informed and knew
ish "exclusion zone" (the effecBuenos Aires and Lima, revealed
Party M.P.s for denying GCHQ
exactly what was going on in the
tive war zone) when it was
in a soon-to-be-published book by
Argentine armed forces," Gavbombed.
Arthur Gavshon, who was in Arshon says.
gentina at the time, show that a
But proving that Thatcher knew
meeting of the Argentine military
It seems improbable that the
the Argentines were ready to reach
hierarchy the day before the sinkUnited States, which was actively
a peace agreement is more diffiing basically agreed to the Peruseeking to end a conflict between
cult.
vian plan.
two of its allies, would not have
It involves information about
passed on what it knew of ArgenThe then head of the junta,
the messages passed back and
tine government opinion on neGen. Leopoldo Galtieri, the caforth between the Americas and
constitutional.
"Mommy?"
gotiations, Dalyell points out.
bles show, agreed to the gist of
the Prime Minister's weekend reThe Federalist Papers, written
"Yes.dear?"
by Hamilton, Madison and Jay, treat at Chequers on May 2, 1982, the plan a-few hours before the
"Why can't I say prayers with
Belgrano was sunk.
the day of the sinking, and on the
Meanwhile, Dalyell maintains
are considered the authoritative
everyone else at school. Everyone
day before.
that Thatcher fs not justified in
So it seemed that the full Arinterpretation of the Constitution,
in my class prays every morning
prohibiting unions at GCHQ simgentine junta, in its meeting
and are an equal foundation to
except for me. The teacher looks
That's where the trade union
ply because she is fearful of leaks.
scheduled the afternoon of the
the American legal system. It is in
at me funny and the other kids
ban at GCHQ Cheltenham fits in,
sinking, would, if the Belgrano
Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey
Federalist number 10 that Madiwhisper about me. Last week one
according to Dalyell.
was not torpedoed, have accepted
Howe January 30 mentioned that
son discusses the situation which
of them told me I'm going to hell
He says his source at GCHQ,
the Peruvian peace proposal.
two industrial disruptions had ocis now arising.
since I don't pray to God. I don't
which works very closely with the
curred during the Falklands War.
want to go to hell."
The key question is whether
U.S. National Security Agency in
The people who are desirous of
If disruptions at GCHQ related to
Thatcher knew this on May 2
monitoring and deciphering the
"You won't go to hell, Bobby.
establishing prayer in schools are
messages about the state of the
when she specifically authorized
world's electronic communicaThey have a different religion
a faction, as is described by Madpeace negotiations the new ban
the attack on the cruiser.
tions, might be more willing to go
from us. At your school most of
ison. "By a faction I understand
might tie understandable, accordpublic with classified information
the other families are Protestant,
a number of citizens, whether
"The GCHQ did receive the
ing to Dalyell.
under the protection of union repwhile ours is Jewish. It doesn't
amounting to a majority or mimessages about the progress of the
resentation.
But, "as I understand his posimake us better or worse than
nority of the whole, who are
Peruvian peace proposals from
tion," Dalyell said of his source,
them, it just makes us different."
united and actuated by some comDalyell says the GCHQ source
Ambassador Charles Wallace in
"he acted out of sheer anger ai
"I don't want lo be different.
mon impulse of passion, or of inis "certainly not a trade union acLima May 2 and did pass them
the mendacity of the prime minWhy can't we be the same as
terest, adverse to the rights of
tivist, but a person acting out of
on" to Thatcher in Chequers,
ister over the Belgrano and the
everyone else?"
other citizens, or to the permanent
individual Conscience."
Dalyell said his source told him.
Peruvian proposal. National se"You don't understand, Bobby.
and aggregate interests of the
The source confirmed that
"It is not the fault of GCHQ
curity and the political security of
You should be proud of your hercommunity."
. GCHQ Cheltenham received Arthat the Prime Minister untruththe prime minister are not t:he
itage, proud of your religion and
gentine naval commander in chief
fully told the House of Corhtnons
It makes no difference whether
same thing."
those things that make you an in- this faction represents a majority
Admiral Anaya's 20.07 hours May
that she did not know of the Pe"One is bound to wonder," the
dividual." .
1 signal ordering the Belgrano to
ruvian peace proposals until three
or a minority if it is depriving cerM.P. added, "whether the PM's
return to port at Ushia.
hours after the • Belgrano was
tain people of their rights. In this
[Thatcher's] petulant actions over
This is something that eight year
Likewise, a British Nimrod sursunk," he added.
case it would be depriving the
the trade unions at Cheltenham
old Bobby Hermann cannot unveillance plane with high freFurther, author Gavshon told
children of their right to freedom
aie not connected with a desire to
derstand. All he knows is that he
quency monitoring equipment
IPS, "Washington knew of this
of religion as guaranteed in the
put the fear of retribution into
wants to be accepted by his classintercepted the Argentine naval
very quickly." Then British ForConstitution. Young children do
mates, so he wants to be the same
command's confirmation of that
eign Secretary Francis Pym was anyone who decides to testify to a
not have religious views and ideas,
public inquiry."
- as them. What he,didn't tell his
order to the: Belgrano at 00.19
working in Washington with forand as such are susceptible to the
mother is that two days ago he
ideas they come across. If a child
started saying the prayers with
is told that everyone should pray,
everyone else. It made him hap- then he will pray, regardless to
pier since people stopped staring
that which he has been told by his
at him strangely. What Bobby is
parents. One must remember that
too young to understand is that he
children spend more than half
is losing part of his culture and
their time at school and with their
his individuality in so doing.
classmates. They are bound to do
that which gains them acceptibility. By instituting prayer in
This scenario will become a
schools, one is instilling all chilJuniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
common occurence should Condren with ones own religious beinterested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
gress, following the desires of
on Capitol Hill.
liefs.
.
President Reagan, pass a bill allowing prayer in schools. This bill
Madison says, also in Federalist
• Unique Internships based on your
appears as though it will have
interests. Work with members of Connumber 10, that the Constitution
gress in their offices and on their commuch support in Congress if one
is there in order to protect citizens
mittees.
is to go by the reaction this pro:from the oppression of the major• Seminars with leading government
posal received at this year's State
ity, one that this proposal curexperts, focusing on current policy
of the Union Address. Only talk
rently seems to have in the
issues.
of a nuclear arms treaty with the
Congress.
•Washington Faculty headed by
Soviets brought greater applause.
This proposal, is unconstituthe chairman of the Congressional
This should not be viewed as a
tional religious oppression and,
Intern Advisory Council.
law detrimental to the Jews, for it
therefore, must not be permitted
• • Discussion'Groups to share inforentails much more than that. It
to become law. This country exists
mation and opinions with fellow student
would act against the interests of
participants from around the country.
on the foundation of freedom,
the members of any religion who
and no congressman, president or
Filing deadline for Semester I'
happen to be in the minority in
any other 'figure has the right to.
April 2.
that area of the country, whether
remove this freedom. The upFor applications and information:
Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox,
bringing of the youth of this naJewish, Muslim or Hindu.
tion is not and should not be under
the jurisdiction of the governThe bill that President Reagan
ment. In order that freedom be
is proposing receives its support
guaranteed, the religious a^nd
from the people in this nation who
moral upbringing of children must
Washington Legislative Internship Program
believe that the corruption of
be left to the individual parents,
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
American youth is resulting from
and not presided over by the U.S.
their lack of a spiritual and moral
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
Congress.
upbringing, and that parents alone
617/353-2408
cannot be trusted to ensure this.
An Equal Opportunity Institution
What this bill is, however, is unARD
by Peter Thompson

workers union representation, but
Labor Party M.P. Tarn DalyelPs
charges made in a recent speech
may prove to be a much bigger
problem for her.
Dalyell has long maintained that
Thatcher, at the time she ordered
the sinking of the Argentine
cruiser, General Belgrano, was
well aware that the Argentine
junta was about to offer a peace
proposal.
All sides agree now that any
hope for a Peruvian peace pro-

Just A Few Words...
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World Outlook
Woman May Be Next Vice President
by Christina Gonzalez
Staff Writer
Several Democratic presidential
candidates have stated that they
are strongly.considering choosing
a woman as their Vice Presidential
running mate. They are concious
of the problems Reagan has experienced with the gender gap and
seek to alleviate that potential
problem by including a woman on
the ticket in '84. Another aspect
to consider is that more than half
the citizens of voting age are
women.
Since there seems to be a fair
chance for a woman to succeed to
the vice-presidency, the following
are women who are active in politics and are most often mentioned in connection with being
chosen for the position.

are making progress in all areas of
local politics, her own national
reputation is growing.Within the
Democratic party she enjoys a favored position, because San Francisco hosts the Democratic
Convention this year.

Pat Schroeder
Schroeder is a representative
from the state of Colorado and
has been in Congress for 11 years.
She is an outspoken feminist and
co-chairperson of the Women's
Caucus. Schroeder is also a member of the powerful House Armed
Services Committee.
Based on the depth of her experience with national politics she
is considered by many in Washington to be more than qualified
for the position of Vice President.

Dianne Feinstein
Dianne Feinstein is currently the
mayor of San Francisco. In 1978,
after the murder of previous
mayor George Moscone, Feinstein, the president of San Francisco's board of supervisors, was
chosen as mayor.
First as Moscone's appointed
successor, then as San Francisco's
first elected woman mayor ^ Feinstein has been working hard for
her city. Her record speaks
strongly for itself: she has managed to reverse the city's $127 million budgetary deficit and
drastically reduce the crime rate.
Feinstein, age 50, is praised as
an administrator, admired as a
politician and loved as a kind of
folk hero who is constantly making headlines. While she is encouraged by the fact that women

Barbara Jordan
As a former Texas congresswoman Jordan is widely known
and is one of the nation's most
respected elected woman officials.
During the Watergate hearings she
was among the first to call on
Nixon to resign, and during the
1976 Democratic Convention she
gave a powerful keynote address.
In 1979 Jordan resigned from
office, but has remained active in
politics. She has experienced recent illness, however, and this may
prevent her from accepting the
chance to be Vice President.

Midge Constanza
Constanza

is a

c
LAWYER'S
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Program at Adelphi University is the largest
and oldest ABA-approved program of its
kind in, New York State, with more than 4,000
graduates.
Salaries at all levels have increased with the
extraordinary growth of this profession, and top
lawyer's assistants earn as much as $32,000.
Come 1b an Information Session and Learn:
.. .Why 85% of our graduates who seek paralegal
employment have found it
.. .Why hundreds of lawyers and other employers,
send us their requests for our graduates
•. .Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more
than 6S0 law firms, corporation* and governmental agencies throughout the greater New \brk
metropolitan area.

Courses offered in: GARDEN CITY, LI.,
HUNTINGTON, LI., and MANHATTAN.
For a catalog and an invitation to the next
information session, mail this coupon today,
or telephone right now: (516) 6 6 3 - 1 0 0 4
The Lawyer'* Aaelatant Program

AAriphlUnhwrtlty
Qenfan City, LI.. N.V. 11330
In cooperation wRli The Notional Center fof Paralegal Training.
Name

known political activist with much
political experience. She has
worked in many major political
campaigns, and in 1976 she ran
Jimmy Carter's race in New York
State.
Constanza is a captivating
speaker, but her greatest asset is
her familiarity with the White
House. She was the first woman

Barbara Mikulski
Mikulski is a member of the
House of Representatives from the
state of Maryland. Although she

has a low national profile, she has
been working with great energy on
issues important to her and her
constituency. She is a hard Working Democratic legislator and a
champion of liberal causes. Mikulski is most noted for influencing
Congress' position on senior citizens, health care and women's
rights.

G.S. Troops Begin Withdrawal
by Christina Gonzalez
Staff Writer

nationally
In light of a growing challenge
to the government of Lebanese
President Amin Gemayel, theUnited States faces making further diplomatic and military retreats in Lebanon. President
Reagan formally notified Congress of plans to remove most of
the marine contingent from Lebanon to the ships offshore within
thirty days. Although other
administration officials have spoken of a partial pullback over the
next month, this was the first time
the President had formally presented a timetable.
President Reagan has also indicated that the U.S. may have to
accept cancellation of the agreement it negociated outlining conditions for the Israeli withdrawal
from Lebanese territory. Breaking
of the agreement would mean the

loss of the administration's only
significant diplomatic success
during its involvement in Lebanon. U.S. officials believe that
Gemayel will soon give in to his
opponents and back away from
the agreement.
Muslim and Druse leaders say
that the U.S. is hindering a resolution of the Lebanese crisis. They
charge that conflicting signals and
a lack of direction in U.S. policy
have forced the Muslims to push
ahead on the^military front. Druse
and Shiite Muslim factions have
pushed the Lebanese army back
another five miles along the
coastal road to Damour.
At this point Reagan will not
rule out pulling American ships
farther from the Lebanese coast.
This would be done in order to
form a United Nations force to
replace the western multinational
force in which the U.S. has been
participating.

France is leading this movement
to-form a U.N. force to replace
troops from the U.S., Britain,
France and Italy in Lebanon. The
western allies desperately want
such a force, but to get it they may
have to accept Soviet and Syrian
demands to move the U.S. fleet
even further from Lebanon. Some
officials have stated that the U.S.
may be willing to do this. But such
steps would not be taken until the
majority of marines were out of
Lebanon.
Although there is widespread
pessimism about the prospects of
a political Settlement, Muslims
hope that some plan may prevent
the use of force to wrest concessions from the beleagured but
stubborn Gemayel administration.,The U.S. would prefer it if
a U.N. force could take the place
of western forces and help maintain a semblance of order in Lebanon.

have wunt] Catholic!
Inside you there is so much of what the world needs: Love, Faith,
Courage and Idealism. The Third World of poverty, ignorance and '•
hunger is waiting for you...needs you so badly with your courage
and generosity.
The life of a missionary priest in the Third World is not easy but If
you are a young Catholic man, brave and unselfish, willing to
share your life and gifts, we urge you to consider the plea of Jesus
to help the poor —we invite you to explore the rewarding life that
awaits you as a missionary priest with the Columban Fathers,
We will send all the'information you need —without obligation.
Just fill out the information below and send to Father Michael
Harrison, COLUMBAN FATHERS, 310 Adams Street, Qulncy, MA
02169. Or call him at (617) 472-1494.
.
Send information to:.
Address:.
Phone:.

Adrfpfir umiMnifW Aflnuu wuoenu un
fhgard Pb R«™. fotei. Otd, S«i O Aac.

Assistant to the President, spending two years as Carter's public
relations liason.
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Arts /En tertainm en t
WRTCReaches Goal
hy Michelle Roubal

"Vinegar Tom" will be performed at Austin Arts Center this weekend?

photo by Elaine Slampul

Boy George Turns To Androgyny
by John O'Brien
Consider the role of the androgyne in rock music: from Little Richard to David Bowie, the androgynous rock icon has always elicited a visceral
response. He/she represents a presence that is at
once exciting and threatening, virile and virulent,
a mysterious, titillating glossary of sexual taboos.
The androgyne erodes the wall between the sexes,
promoting a common ground of physical feeling,
with the phrenetic dithyramb of the concert mirroring the blurring of gender distinctions in the
androgyne's persona. To put it bluntly, the sex is
all up front. This makes sense because rock and
roll thrives on sex and the sexual neuroses of adolescents. Where does Boy George fit in here, you
may well ask?
Evidently, Boy George cultivates an androgynous persona- whether he really is a boy or a girl
seems to be quite the item these days. I don't care.
What is truly curious and offensive to me is just
how bland he really is. There is something disturbingly "safe" about Boy George. He is the androgyne revamped for the 1980's. I would consider
Michael Jackson here, but I would be forced to
dispense with even a pretense of objectivity-- who
can forgive him for leaving the Jackson Five? Boy

George is safely packaged within his own little
band (who would believe that one of them was
once associated with The Damned?) and fits on
Billboard's Top 100 and magazine covers like
Cheez-Whiz on supermarket shelves- a dispensable product of a disposaable culture. .
Actually, I think Boy George goes quite well
with the accouterments of our culture; think of
how appropriate he seems sandwiched between
"The A-Team", cocaine, and Ronald Reagan
campaign rhetoric! Where are the King and the
Killer when we need them? Let Boy George live in
the pneumatic atmosphere of MTV- a land peopled by hucksters who have parlayed lame personae into pabulum for- our jaded sensibilities.
Karma, karma, karma, karma, karma-chameleon
indeed!
I think what we have here is a gap between what
Boy George leads his audience to expect and what
is actually delivered. What we expect is a personal
and aesthetic daring to match the spectre of the
androgyne.. What we get are vapid little ditties that
are spun, appropriately enough, by self-satisfied,
pseudo-hip D.J.'s. Boy George is nothing new; he
is a pop star and is about as capable as arousing a
visceral response as a marshmallow sandwich.

WRTC, the station which was
once located in a closet in Jarvis,
has almost spent 20 years at its
present home in the basement of
Cook dormitory. Over the years
many changes have occured, most
notably in listener "response. This
last fall the station celebrated its
most successful marathon fundraiser ever. WRTC received over
$13,000 in pledges, compared to
previous years where as Httle as
$2,000 in total pledges were received.
In order to make community
support benefit the community,
WRTC is using the donated
money to purchase new equipment to improve broadcasting
quality. The control board which
is currently in use was built in the
early 1970's with parts dating as
far back as the 50's. This piece of
equipment is in sore need of replacement and much of the pledge
money will go in that direction.
Pledge money is still trickling in
and right now the station is in the
process of sending out premiums
to people that pledged. WRTC
tee-shirts and bumper stickers are
being sent to donors as their
pledges come in. The program
guide which donors also receive is
being printed and is scheduled to
be out by March 1st. The spring
program guide features show descriptions, special programming
developments and a weekly programming schedule.
WRTC is a 24 hour non-commercial radio station which hosts
a variety of shows which most
commercial stations won't carry.

The station serves both the campus and the community and draws
its members from both sectors.
The station begins its programming week day with Morning Jazz
which starts at 6 am and goes to 9
am. It is followed by Morning
Rock which lasts until noon. Although many larger cities now
have commercial stations following "new music" formats, Hartford has yet to follow this trend
and WRTC fills this programming
void. Specialty programming occurs in the early afternoon from
noon until 3 pm. Each weekday
offers a different show including
a popular reggae show and a gospel show. Following the specialty
slot is Afternoon Jazz and then
Que Pasa Radial. Que Pasa is an
hour long show of Spanish music,
news and community informa-"
tion. Everynight, including weekends, from 7 pm to 10 pm WRTC
hosts Alien Rock. Alien Rock is
definitely alternative radio; Each
show is different since different
"Aliens" have different tastes.
From hardcore to space rock to
dance music, Alien Rock has it
all. From 10 pm to 6 am seven
days a week, the Thought Power
Crew takes over to play a variety
of Afro-American programming
including R&B, rap, soul, funk
and reggae. Weekend" programming includes a Portugese show,
an Italian show, the Polka Party,
classical music and Saturday
afternoon rock. The station encourages those students who
would like to Jearn more about
programming or the station in
general to contact WRTC by
phone (522-9229) or just drop in.

African Dance Performance Electrifies
by Wendy Woolf
Five drummers accompanied by
nine dancers performed to an intricate series of overlapping, interlocking rhythms. These dancers
and drummers, ranging in age
from 12-26, are the traveling/performing "African Dance and Percussion" Ensemble from the
Artists Collective, Inc.,, a nonprofit "multi-arts cultural insti-

tution" located in Hartford's
North End.
The theme of the performance
centered on the traditional Senegalese celebration of the beginning of the harvest, known as
Kwanza. The performance consisted of three routines, incorporating the arts of dance, drama,
music, and singing. Two of the
routines were choreographed by
Ensemble members.

Trinity College
Theatre and Dance Department

VINEGAR
TOM
by Caryl Churchill
directed by Leonardo Shapiro

February 23-24-25 - 8 p.m.
Tickets: 527-8062
performance pass #14
Garmany Hall • Austin Arts Center

The first routine, composed of
dialogue and singing, introduced
some of the tenets behind the celebration of Kwanza. The dialogue
set up a simple narrative which
unified the three parts of the performance, this part ended with
members of 'the group chanting
"if we could be there right now,"
while other group members
changed into traditional, brightlycolored African costumes.
In the second routine the collective performed D'Jolla, a festive
dance for any seasonal celebration
from Senegal. The emphasis of
D'Jolla is on collective performance-the group moving in unison,
rhythmically. The style, made up
of jagged, bold, and rigourous
movements , is more expressive
than formal. The dance, interestingly, is not performed for
"gods," but rather to unite with
"life
forces."
Supposedly,
through dance man can "lift his
spirit to be free" and achieve a
certain harmony with the life
forces. The dance, to fast beating
drums and chanting voices,
seemed, to be whirling, wild, almost frenzied movements, not absorbing but giving tremendous
energy to the group. The audience
could not help but join in clapping
and shouting to the rhythmic
pounding of the drums.
The final routine was based on
the all-occasion party-dance called
Menjani. The dancers began,,ac-

Winkie prepares tor broadcast at WKTC circa 1950.
companied by the drums, chanting and moving in a circle around
the drummers with hands on each
others shoulder. The cicle stopped
at one point, expanded, arid each
dancer proceeded to perform a
solo. The idea behind this solo is
that a dancer dances for a drummer and a drummer drums for a
dancer until the motion becomes
effortless and both drummer and
dancer enter a "higher" state of
being.
.
The singing, screaming, shouting sent Hamlin' Hall spinning.
The audience was entranced but
never ceased clapping. At the end
of the dance the Collective recieved a standing ovation. Then
the performers came-intojhe audience and pulled people forward
for the finale. Practically all of
Hamlin Hall stood up and was

transformed into one great dancing, clapping circle ' singing,,
screaming, and shouting.
Kwanza is one of the annual
events put on by the Artists Collective. The Ensemble performs
for schools, clubs, and public organizations and are featured at the
Collective's special events. The
Collective also runs Fall, Winter,
Spring,.... and Summer 6 week
workshops that emphasize AfroAmerican and Caribbean dance
and music, including African
drumming and Jazz, as well as •
ballet, basic theatre technique,
and art.
On February 26, 1984 at 7:00
p.m. there will be another African
and Caribbean dance performance by a group from New York
City atU-Hart. Admission will be
$3.00.
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More Sports
Fencing
On Plus
Side

Adam Finishes 4th
At New Englands
by John Shiftman
Sports Staff Writer
Joe Adam finished off an excelient season as he placed fourth
in the 1984 New England Championships. Adam was the only
Trinity wrestler to adyance to the
semi-final round of the tournament as the Bants finished 13th
overall in the sixteen team tournament.
The tournament was held at ,
•W.P.I, in Worchester, Mass., last
Friday and, Saturday. The first
four rounds were held Friday and
the final four on Saturday. The
tournament was held under a double elimination format.
Adam drew a bye in the first
round that seemed to hurt him
somewhat in his second round ioss
to his rival from Weslyean, M.
Horst. As usual, Adam started out
slow but got fired up as the match
progressed. Horst won the decision by a point, 5-4.
Adam won his next two matches
of the day, including a pummeling
of M.I.T.'s Cashman. The Engineer had taken a hotly contested
match during the regular season
but Adam dominated him in the
New Engiands.
In the semi-final Adam faced
Horst again. Although he was
wrestling in his fifth match in less
than twenty-four hours, Adam
seemed strong through the first
period. Horst prevailed in the end
to advance to the final.
Peter Zimmerman won his first
match by a large margin yet was
defeated in each of his next two
and waseliminated. Nick Veronis
fared a little better as he won his
first, lost his second, won the third ;
by a decision, but was stopped in
his last match on Friday to be
eliminated.
Senior captain Mike Howe was:
wrestling in his final colliegiate

tournament yet drew one of the
toughest divisions, 142-pounds.
Howe drew a bye in the first round
and then lost in the second round.
Mike came back in the third to
round to score an impressive decision. The senior was eliminated
in the final round of Friday wrestling.
Mike Oxman had been bothered by a sore neck all week and
was questionable, to wrestle at
W.P.I. Upon waking in his hotel
room on Friday morning, he realized that his neck was indeed too
sore and telephoned Coach Mike
Darr that he would not wrestle in
this year's New Englands.
Ian Brodie dropped his first two
contests of the tournement versus
very tough opposition. The losses
did not mar a successful season
for the freshman.
Next year's squad should be
even better as all but captain
Howe return for the 1984-85 season. The addition of several freshmen recruits will fill the weight
classes now routinely forfeited by
Trinity. They include a heavyweight from the Hill School, home
of Joe Adam.
"We plan to work together as a
team more in the off-season," said
Tom Waxter. "Those teams in the
top five work out together all year _
long. We expect to have a least
three or four freshman starting
next year. We will get them working on the weights this summer.
We want to be a stronger team
next year."
"Realistically, Trinity wrestling
can hope to advance into the top
ten in New England wreestling,"
commented Brodie, "next year's
New Englands are at Trinity, we
expect this will help us as well."
At the very least, holding the New
Englands at Trinity may conjure
up more fan interest in Bantam
wrestling.
..

Women's Squash Shows
Depth In Easy Win
by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Staff Writer

•

After the Howe. Cup, playing
Williams was a breeze for the
women's squash team. The 11-0
victory over Williams, the Division II champion, at the Howe
Cup, proved the Bantams' excellence and depth.
Playing without Nina Porter
and Lea Spruance, the ladder was
made less challenging for the
weaker Williams team. Kat Castle
played number one, and had a

tough match with Williams' number one seed Cassie Fischer.
At number two, Kathy Klien
also found her opponent unwilling to give up, easily, but Klien
won 3-2.
Number four Sue Greene had
the only other close match; and
was, as usual, the last to finish.
Laura Higgs, Webby Burbank,
Erika La Cerda and Icy Hanley
all had very decisive wins over
their Williams opponents, as did
Nat Perkins, Ginny Vogel, Claire
Slaughter, and Julia McLaughlin.

Men's Swimming Drops 2
continued from page 12
On Saturday, the McPheemen
took on the powerful Lord Jeffs
of Amherst in their home pool.
The Ducks made a spirited show
but. were overwhelmed by the talented men, from Massachusetts,
59.-35.
The bright spots for Trin fans
were supplied by veteran sprinter
Lake who flashed to a win inthe
50 free and by Dyer and Anderson
_who managed a surprise 1-2 finish

in the 100 backstroke. Dyer also
turned in a nifty 2:09.2 in the 200
IM only to be touched out by Amherst's Andy Nussbaum.
Loughlin garnered three second
places for the Ducks in the 200
free, 500 free, and 100 breast.
Other scorers for the home forces
"were Raftis, Anderson, and Mugford.
The men's team winds up its
season tonight against Clark in
Ferris.

Matt Harthun competed in the pole vault at the New Englands.

Men's B-Ball 18-1
The men's basketball team
Thursday night's trip to New
rolled to two expectedly easy vicLondon to take on Coast Guard
tories last week.
was no more eventful. The BanOn Tuesday, the Bantams travtams easily defeated the Bears for
elled to Boston to take on MIT.
the second time this season, buildAfter falling behind in the early
ing up a 27 point lead in the secgoing, the Bantams roared back
ond half before cruising to a 19
and had the game well in hand at
point margin, 61-42.
halftime.
The Bants attack featured balThe second half was played , anced scoring with Jim Bates,
evenly and the only real highlight
Tom King, Bill P.fohl, Ken Abere,
of the evening was Tom King's
and Mike Donovan hitting double
slam dunk.
figures.

The fencing team is alive and
well and a stabbing success.
Before winter break, the men's
and women's teams started slowly.
The men lost their first three meets
to Harvard, Concord, and St.
Johns. The women were also defeated by Harvard and Concord,
but edged St. John's to win by
indicator points.
After winter break, both teams
picked up speed. Making up for
lost time, they won their next three
meets against Fair field, SMU, and
UMaine. Since then, they have defeated Vassar and West Conn, and
were defeated by Brahdeis. Additionally, the women beat Brown,
and lost to RIC and Holy Cross.
The men beat Holy Cross, and
were defeated by Brown.
Outstanding fencers this season
include Mei-wa Cheng, Vladimir
Dimanshteyn, and Cathy Wallert,
all of whom have averages better
than 75%.
However, the New England
Championships are this coming
weekend, and Trin's fencers look
towards this as the most important competition of the season.

Track 6th At New Englands
continued from page 12
Obi returned later *'to ""anchor'
Trinity's second place 1600-meter
relay team. Obi got the baton
from Banta trailing MIT and Amherst and even with Bowdoin. Obi
accelerated quickly by Bowdoin
and Amherst and fought it out
with MIT's anchor man. His final
surge in the last 80 meters was not

enough to overcome MIT's lead.
Obi was timed in a quick, 5Q.&,
proceeded by Steve'" Dre'W (51.8J, '
Krister Johnson (52.0) and Banta
(51.9).
In the 55-meter .hurdle race
Drew ran in a tough final to finish
in sixth place. Several other Bantam runners competed in events
yet failed to place. Co-captain

Terry Rousseau in the 500 meter
(1:09.6),, Dave O,'D.Qnn,ell.injhe
I000';rrietef(2:'4r.8)*, Co-iaptaift *•
Steve Klots in the 1500 meter
(4:05.5) and Johnson in the 800
meter (2:01.2). Rousseau, O'Donnell, Barry and Klots also combined for a fifth place finish in
the Distance Medley Relay.
The Bantam's next meet is on
March 4 at Union College.

'TRINITY1 TRACK'
ROAD RACE — Friday5 February 24
.

Rurtathon Relay — Feforyary 25
ON FEBRUARY 24,1984, A ROAD RACE WILL BE HELD STARTING AT 4:00 NEAR THE
CANNONS ON THE LOWER WALK. THIS RACE — TO BENEFIT THE TRACK TEAM ON
THE ROAD TO L A . — WILL CONSIST OF BOTH INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM EVENTS.
PRIZESWILL BE AWARDED TO THE TOP MALE AND FEMALE FINISHERS, ANDTO THE
VICTORIOUS TEAM.
ON FEBRUARY 25,1984, THE TRACK TEAM WILL RUN A TWELVE HOUR RUNATHON
RELAY TO SEE HOW FAR THEY, RUNNING AS ONE RELAY TEAM, CAN GO IN A
TWELVE HOUR PERIOD. PLEDGES CAN BE MADE STARTING AT 1* PER MILE. SPONSOR SHEETS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TRACK TEAM MEMBERS, OR USE THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
,
,
.
IN THE ROAD RACE, ENTRY FEES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
INDIVIDUAL: $2.00 or a 3* mile pledge in the Trinity Track Runathon.
TEAM: $10.00 or a 10* mile pledge in the Trinity Track Runathon.
. '
ANYONE IS ELIGIBLE IN THE INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION. ONLY TRINITY COMMUNITY
MEMBERS AND ORGANIZATIONS (FRATERNAL, ATHLETIC, OR OTHERWISE) ARE ELIGIBLE IN THE TEAM CATEGORY. NO TRACK TEAM MEMBERS AREELIGIBLE.
TEAMS WILL CONSIST OF FOUR MEMBERS, AND ENTRY FORMS SHOULD BE
TURNED IN TOGETHER. .

NAME_

BOX_

I pledge to the Trinity Track teamRelay on February 25, 1984

for each mile run in the Runathon

PHONE-

Signed.

ROOM.

Date
DISCLAIMER:
in the event of any personal Injury or illness resulting from my participation inthe Trinity Track Road Race on February 24, 1984, I hereby renounce any claim to retribution
against the trustees of Trinity College, the Trinity track team, and any other organizations
officially associated with the race.
'
Signed.
GIVE ENTRY FORMS AND FEES TO: STEVE KLOTS
Box 1775 •
JACKSON 26
246-1249

Date
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More Sports
A Question Of
Empty Seats
Woody Anderson's article in the Hartford Courant concerning the
lack of attendance at Ferris for men's basketball games has drawn a lot
of attention from within the Trinity community.
Many feel that the article was uncalled for and, if a feature was to be
done on Trinity basketball, it should have focussed on a positive aspect
of the program. A positive article could have been written; however, the
Hartford Courant is not a publicity bureau for Trinity sports. (For that
matter neither is the Tripod'sports section) Therefore, it is ridiculous to
say that a positive article should have been written.
For the most part, the article was a series of speculations by people
associated with Trinity basketball. Not Pulitzer material but not beyond
reason either.

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
Actually the only point missing from Anderson's article concerns the
size of Ferris. With all bleachers down, 2,200 people can watch a basketball game at Ferris. This is substantially larger than facilities at other
NESCAC schools.
The Bants played in front of a standing room only crowd at Tufts
earlier in the season. However, SRO at Tufts means a crowd of 500
people. During their only defeat of the season at Conn College, the Bants
dealt with a crowd that packed the gym, standing on the sides of the
court. There were at least 200 people in the gym that afternoon.
The point is simply that similar crowds are lost in the expanse of
Ferris. Ten days ago Bowdoin came to Ferris and over 500 people showed
up. At Tufts SRO, but at Trinity 1700 empty seats. For the most part,
the problem is not with Trinity's fans. We are blessed with a superb
facility in Unit A that allows professional tennis matches to take place
at Trinity. Along with this blessing comes the curse of empty seats for
basketball games. For students at Trinity it is a more than fair trade off.

Women's Basketball
Defenses Smith
continued from page 12
up 11 and 10 respectively.
Wednesday the Bantams played
an exciting contest at Williams.
The Bants pulled ahead in the
first half by six. At halftime, the
Purple Cows had cut the lead to
one point.
A halftime pep-talk and a discussion of tactics brought the
Bants out strong in the second
half.
With six minutes remaining in
the game, the Bants were up by
six. By the time the final whistle
"blew, the Bants had blown the
game open and won by 15, 67-52.
So where is the difference between the squad that loses, the
squad that wins, and the squad
that blows away the other team?
According to coach Karen Erlandson, "We are concentrating
on a small group and making them

a solid body." With a group of
eight playing most of the time,
Erlandson has found a winning
combination.
Bids for the NIAC tourney go
out in another week. If-the Bantams continue to win and win big,
they could have a shot at defending their title.

Joe Adam (left) finished fourth iti his weight class at the New England Championships.

Hockey Defeats Wesleyan,7-4
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Writer
With revenge on their minds,
the Bantams varsity hockey team
rode into rival Wesleyan's home
rink over Open Period and handed
the Cardinals a rude housewarming gift—a 7-4 thrashing, keyed by
Vern Meyer's hat trick.
The victory was just; what the
doctor ordered. Not only did it
snap Trinity's recent two-game
losing streak, which included a 21 loss to SMU and a 1-0 loss to
Assumption, but it avenged an 82 Card win suffered during the
Wesleyan Tournament early in the
season.
The 7-4 win proved to have a

Men's Squash Nips Army
continued from page 12
rassing loss, and one that would
have dropped them significantly
in the national rankings.
Doug Burbank and Jerome Kapelus were the other two Bantams
to whip their opponents. Burbank
won 3-1, and Kapelus, also down
2-0, fired back to win 3-2.
Said Burbank of the match with
Army, "We were lucky to win. It
wasn't until we got used to the

Nina Porter is competing in the women's nationals in Denver,

conditions that we started playing
like we should. From then on,
though, we didn't have too much
trouble."
After the men of Army, it was
the men of Vassar that Trinity had
to reckon with. Fortunately, that
didn't take too much reckoning as
Trinity whipped the boys from
Poughkeepsie 9-0.
Every player for the Bants won
3-0 or 3-1 except for Stauffer who
won 3-2.

contagious effect upon the Bants
as they followed the defeat of the
Cards with a 7-5 thumping of New
Hampshire College on Saturday,
raising their record to a respectable 10-8-1 mark.
Against Wesleyan, Trinity blew
open a 1-1 tie by scoring five
straight goals during the second
and third periods, earning goalie
Vjnnie Laurentino his sixth win of
the year.
Mike Sload, who had missed
some action because of the flu,
regained his scoring touch by putting Trinity up 1-0 at 12:38 off
feeds from Chris Lorenz and Vern
Meyer.
Wesleyan tied it at 1-1 at 18:05
but that was the closest the Cardinals would be all day. The Bants
blitzed goalie Dave Blauer, who
stopped 53 shots in Wesleyan's
previous 8-2 win, with five unan-

swered tallies, including three in
the second period.
Chris Downs started the barrage at 1:49, scoring his sixth of
the year off passes from Bill Slaney and Dan Ward. Sload followed at 6:42 with his second of
the game from Reed Whitemore
and Chip Farnham, who scored at
15:41 to make it 4-1.
The Bants outshot Wesleyan 3530, continued the pressure in the
third. Meyer scored two goals
within 27 seconds to start the period, giving Trin a seemingly comfortable 6-1 lead.
But the Cardinals fought their
way back and cut the lead to 6-4
by the 16:07 mark. Meyer came to
the rescue, however, when he scored his third of the period and
11th of the season into an open
net at 19:42 to seal the win over
Wesleyan.

Women's Swimmers Fall
To End Record Streak
continued from page 12
of Hubbard, Brennan, Cass, and
Fredrick (1:44.66) blazed to national qualifying swims, but alas,
it wasn't enough to win the day.
Having swum extremely well
against a formidable opponent,
the Chicks left the pool with their
heads high, knowing that in three
days they faced a similar test
against Amherst, ranked tenth in
the nation.
On Saturday afternoon the
Chicks met that challenge and
completed a dazzling 9-1 -season
with an 80-54 pasting of the
vaunted Lady Jeffs. It was another splendid, afternoon filled
with an enthusiastic crowd, much
noisy cheering, and many national
qualifying swims, After a brief
ceremony in which coach Chet
McPhee presented long-stemmed
roses to eight seniors swimming
their last meet,, the opening medley relay of Fredrick, Cronin,
Cass, and Hubbard'won a thriller
in which both teams broke the national qualifying standard. •
Brennan was a double winner,
chalking up firsts in the 100 and
500 free. Fredrick also gathered in
two firsts, breezing to wins in the
100 back and 50 free. Cronin once
again logged two national clock-

ings in her celebrated meeting with
Amherst's undefeated breaststroke ace Diana Judelson. Those
races lived up to anticipation as
Cronin won the 100 by a touch,
and lost the 200 by a touch after
a great closing sprint,
Chris Sanden and Susie Cutler
went 1-2 in both the required and
optional diving events. It was Cutler's first appearance on the div- ,
ing board, iand she certainly
exhibited great promise.
In the final relay the Chicks
flexed their muscles and lowered
their national qualifying time
swum just days previously. Hubbard, Brennan, Cass, and Fredrick splashed to a 1:43.4 in the 200
free relay to put the exclamation
point to their dominance in this
meet and to their fine 1984 dual
meet season. Hubbard's leadoff
leg of 25.37 qualifies her for the
national championship in the 50
free. •
The women's team will leave for
Lewiston, Maine, on Thursday to
compete in the New England
Championships at Bates College.
In the last two seasons this outstanding group has logged a record of 19-1 and has established a
college record of 19 consecutive
wins.
' • •:'
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Women's Swimming Drops Jeffs; Men Fall
Chicks'
Streak
Ends

Men
Edged
AtH.C.

The fabulous win streak of the
women's swim team came to an
end at Medford, Mass., last
Wednesday afternoon when the
Chicks were stopped by an awesome Tufts contingent 79-63. It
was a battle of titans, both teams
undefeated this season, Trinity on
a 19 meet win streak, and Tufts
with 10 straight victories in their
pocket. Tufts' last loss was to
Trinity last year in a memorable
77-70 affair in Hartford.
The key to the Tufts victory was
their team balance. They had
depth and strength in every event,
with no weakness for Trin to exploit: For swim aficionados, it was
a bonanza. The natatorium was
packed, the place rang with raucous team cheers, and the entire
meet was conducted amid a high
pitched scream which began with
the first event and continued until
the last race was concluded; There
was great excitement and many
great swims.
Barbara Brennan was a triple
winner for the Chicks, leaving
Jumbos in her wake in the 1000,
500, and 100 freestyle events.
Debbie Cronin recorded two national qualifying swims with impressive wins in the 100 and 200
breast.

It was Heartbreak Hotel for the
men's swim team up in Worcester,
Mass., last Tuesday night as the
Ducks were nipped by Holy Cross
57-55.
The Bantam swimmers were up
for the meet and performed beautifully. It was a freak happening
which ultimately did them in. A
disqualification for a false start in
the 1000 freestyle cost the beleagured Bantams telling points.
Adam Kimmick lost his balance
on the unfamiliar tilted starting
blocks and tilted into the water
when he assumed his starting posture. Under a new 1984 rule, this
disqualified him from the event
and resudtvd in the loss of valuable points. Tim Raftis won that
event, Rex Dyer and Jim Loughlin
went 1-3 in.the 200 free, and Chip
Lake and Dave Mugford followed
with a 1-2 in the 50 free. Kimmick
notched a point in the 200 IM and
the Ducks were looking tough. .
The Crusaders retaliated however with a sweep in the required
diving and 100 butterfly to push
back in front. Lake was touched
out by Cross star Metzger in a
furious 100 free and the Bants
were in real trouble.
Then the Ducks started a great
rally. Dyer and Tim Anderson
blasted out a 1-3 in the 200 back,
Raftis and Loughlin toughed out
a 1-2 in the 500 free, and freshman Cameron Muir staged a spectacular diving exhibition to win
the optional diving.
Loughlin was inserted into the
200 breast in an attempt to upset
Cross' freshman Schoeb, and in a
heroic dual, was touched out at
the finish in a judgement rendered
by the electronic timing device. It
was too close for the human eye
to discern.
The final 400 free relay was won
handily by the team of Anderson,
Raftis, Lake, and Dyer, but the s
Ducks came up two points short.
The Bantams for the -fourth time
this winter won more events than
their opponents, only to lose the
' contest through lack of depth.

The men's swim team fell to a superior team from Amherst on Saturday.
Dea Fredrick and Karen Hubbard went 1-2 in the 50 free to
confound Tufts' national level
sprinter Mindy Paugh in one show
of Trinity power.
Both Trinity relays, the 200
medley relay of Fredrick, Cronin,
Lulu
Cass,
and
Hubbard
(1:55.98), and the 200 free relay
continued on page 11

Men's Squash Rallies To
Beat Army; Kills Vassar
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Staff
It wasn't just a match; it was
an adventure.
That might very well have been
the feeling of the men's squash
team after they narrowly averted
defeat against Army last Wednesday. Down 2-0 in five of the nine
matches, the Bants came back to
beat their cadet foes 7-2 at West
Point. It wasn't basic training, but
it wasn't Disneyland either.
Though Trinity far outweighed
their fellow commandoes in talent, they were only given five minutes to warm up before the match.
Normally teams are given 2Q minutes to warm up before introductions.
Another factor against Trinity
was the fact that they had to play
all nine matches at the same time,
so each player was without the
support of any teammates. And
to top'it all, the courts of the men
in green were extremely hot, a
condition for which the Trinity
players were unprepared.
Consequently, in the early part
of the match, the Bantams found
themselves trying to adjust to the
adverse conditions. Five men fell
behind 2-0, but hanging in there
like the few and the proud, the
Bants managed to come back and
win 7-2.
At number one, Bill Doyle won
fairly easily 3-1, as did number
two J.D. Cregan. But Bill Villari
at number three, coming off a
heartbreaking loss against Williams, lost 3-1. Number six, Andrew Emory also lost 3-1.
As in recent matches, Trinity
got a number of key victories at
the bottom of the line-up. Paul

Stauffer, John Conway, and John
Anz all won their matches 3-2
after being down 2-0. Playing like
troopers, they were the main reason why Trinity avoided what
would have been a rather embarcontinued on page 11
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Obi Wins 60 Dash
At New Englands
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Writer
The men's indoor track team
posted one of it's finest performances ever at the Division III
Championship meet this past Saturday at Bates College in Lewiston, Maine. The Bants ran well
"against the best in New England
to finish in sixth place o'verall.
Once again the team was paced
by junior Dave Barry and sophomore Femi Obi. Barry ran in- the
1000 meter final against the
toughest middle distance runners
in New England to finish second
to Kevin Curtin of Brandeis in
2:28.6. Barry won his trial heat

easily but the competition from
Curtin, who has run a 4:05 mile
indoor this year, proved too much
in the closing 200 meters. Barry's
quick times this indoor season
have qualified him for the New
England Division I meet* this Saturday at Boston University,
Obi showed that there is no
doubt that he is the finest sprinter
in New England Division III this
year. Obi strided his way into the
finals of the 55-meter dash and
easily won the final in a time of
6.60. "The start was not all that
good and it felt a lot faster than
the time" said Obi who was just
happy to have won. Obi was followed closely by freshman Dave
Banta in sixth place.
Obi's time of 6.2 run earlier this
year stood as the fastest all season
and Saturday's performance
showed just how good he is. Obi
also will run next week in the Division I New Englands.
continued on page 10
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Women's Basketball
Whips Smith, Williams
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Senior Sports Staff

Katliy Soley looks to pass inside.

photo by Scott Poole

The women's basketball team
continued their upward trend as
they recorded two more victories
this week. These games are significant triumphs because the margin
of victory proves the strength that
the squad has.
Monday at Ferris, Smith fell
victim to the Bants. Trin knew
they had to contain Smith's
shooter Tammy Drummond who
usually scores 20 points a game.
The Bants held drummond to 13
points. However, another Smith
player was able to rack up 22
points against the Bantams.
These two Smith players ended
up as the only ones in double figures. Containing Smith's offense
helped the Bants t o a 40-27 halftime lead.

Trinity shot 50% from the field
and 100% from the line during the
first half.
The second half ended with
both teams scoring 27 points. On
the Scoreboard Smith had equal
first and second halves. Offensively, Smith was only able to hit
on 25% of its shots in the second
half. This figure was down from
37.9% in the first half. Trin had
done their job defensively.
The final was 67-54 and a big
win for the Bantams as Smith had
also played in the NIAC tournament last March.
Five hoopsters scored in double
figures for Trinity. Karen Rodgers
lead the way with 16 points. Karen
Orczyk followed with 12 as did
freshman Sarah Mayo. Chris Lofgren and Debbie Priestley racked
continued on page 11

